The accuracy of Lindsay's reading of his Marxist turn is impossible to judge, but he was certainly 'ripe' for Marxism, and his commitment to these new forms of authority would exceed in length and breadth that of many of his contemporaries. 6 Lindsay would remain intellectually oriented by the Marxist canon for the rest of his life and loyal to the Soviet Union until its invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968. An enduring if paradoxical pattern was set in 1936: on the one hand a naive confidence in the Soviet Union as heralding humanity's potential emergence from class society (a faith which alienated him from Liberal and many Leftist currents as the years went by); 7 on the other a searching restlessness in his engagements with theoretical Marxism which soon set him at odds with the Communist Party of Great Britain, although he would never revoke his membership. Little that happened to him in the rest of his life or to his subsequent reputation makes sense without reference to this pattern and its paradoxes, including the unmappable vastness of his oeuvre. From 1936 this always prolific freelancer believed that Marxism needed to be tested 'in field after field, situation after situation', a compulsion that drove ever more frenetic critical and creative endeavour (Lindsay recognized no distinction between the two). 8 Books were sometimes conceived and written in a matter of weeks, and he published a further forty-three works between 1936 and the end of 1950; 9 neither George Orwell nor Graham Greene was more visible in Britain's book pages in those years. 10 By the end of his life Lindsay had published another ninety books, making a total of one hundred and fifty authored books and twenty more of translated and edited works, ranging across fiction, anthropology, historiography, classics, science, biography, autobiography, philology, philosophy, poetry, Marxist theory, polemic and travel writing. Unifying the great breadth was what Lindsay thought of as a single subject, 'the forms in which humanity has kept on realising itself and its relations to nature', and more specifically 'the alienating process (in Marx's sense) and the struggle against it'.
11 Individual works were always regarded by Lindsay as micro articulations of his evolving macro system, and he was incensed by accounts of his work which failed to see this. 12 Posterity has not been kind to Jack Lindsay, this self-confessed 'odd man out' and 'continuing outsider'. 13 His work has been described as a 'magnificent ruin' and is today almost entirely out of print.
14 Isolated works remain valued within individual disciplines, especially his richly contextualized biographies of artists and writers, and there have been recent signs of critical appraisal, especially around his importance as a historical novelist. 15 But the overarching politico-cultural project within which the works were writtenthe Marxist metalanguage in whose terms they are most legible -sank gradually in cultural visibility through the Cold War, disappearing suddenly through the cracks that opened during the traumatic realignments of the British Left in the post-1956 decade. Lindsay has left little trace. The purpose of this article is to restore to view his post-1936 trajectory by exploring the alienation of Jack Lindsay in both senses, asking what he thought, how and why it was he was marginalized and what, if anything, has been lost in the process. One central claim is that Lindsay's theoretical Marxism is not reducible to that of 'British Communism' or the 'Old Left', but exceeded and was mostly in tension with the Marxism of his party and its Soviet models, despite his political affiliation. One section of the article therefore reconstructs his formative theoretical clash with the Communist Party of Great Britain (CPGB) in 1945, identifying what was at stake on both sides. A second section traces the consequences of that theoretical estrangement in the late 1940s and 1950s, explaining how, despite Lindsay's oddness within his own party, his ongoing CP and Soviet-facing affiliation also isolated him from an emerging New Left with which he actually shared much theoretical ground. His absence from the debates of that 1956-68 moment, I argue, above all accounts for his ongoing invisibility in traditions of Marxist thought in Britain today. A third section catches up with the octogenarian Lindsay and his Marxism in 1981, and assesses his late theoretical work. Shaping all three sections is a concern with tracking the development of Lindsay's Marxism in ways that will, I hope, make his wider critical and creative work more legible.
A ROOM IN A PUB On 2 November 1945 the recently formed Writers' Group of the Communist Party of Great Britain held a meeting at the Salisbury pub, St Martin's Lane, in central London, attended by the party's cultural wing and figures from the leadership. 16 Those assembled discussed a twenty-one page document, circulated in advance, entitled 'Marxist Theory of Culture' and written by Jack Lindsay. 17 The political context for Lindsay's theoretical intervention was highly charged, and amplified its dissonant tones. Lindsay spoke in the run-up to the Eighteenth Party Congress, the first following the party leadership's misjudgement of the General Election (pessimistic about levels of radical class feeling, the party had initially advocated a continuation of the wartime coalition). 18 The mood in the party was duly restive: critical pre-congress resolutions and unusually open debate in the Communist press vented a widely shared perception of a leadership as theoretically weak, and adrift from the working class and history's movement. 19 Lindsay's typically prolific work as playwright, publisher, editor, novelist, poet, journalist and critic during 1944 and 1945 had made his own more upbeat reading of the moment abundantly clear. 20 For him wartime production arrangements, including the Joint Production Committees in which Communists had loomed large and enhanced their prestige by managing wartime output in solidarity with the beleaguered Soviet Union, had eroded ruling-class hegemony, undermining the logic of private ownership and priming the ground for a potential process of transition towards socialism. 21 The 'upsurge' of working-class participation in cultural activity across music, theatre and writing -a process assiduously promoted and chronicled by Lindsay -signalled for him a new confidence and consciousness in the 'rising class', weakening the hold of established, metropolitan elites and opening out the cultural field. 22 In his more optimistic moments Lindsay sensed a 'cultural revolution' if not a new renaissance in which culture might be powerfully reconnected with society's productive class and processes. 23 It was certainly for Lindsay a historical fulcrum in which economic, political and cultural possibilities aligned and whose central dynamics Communists needed to grasp. His presentation linked Communism's slowness in doing so -indeed, its inability even to recognize what was at stake -with the Communist movement's deeper intellectual failure to produce an adequate Marxist theoretical account of culture, class and consciousness. 24 The epigraph to Lindsay's presentation was lifted from What Happened in History (1942) by Lindsay's associate, the Communist-sympathizing anthropologist V. Gordon Childe, who attended the Salisbury meeting. 'An obsolete ideology', it ran, 'can hamper an economy and impede its change for longer than Marxists admit.' 25 The epigraph referred to the stubborn refusal of bourgeois ideology to depart history's stage at a moment when anachronistic liberal capitalism had already been exposed as incapable of co-ordinating the economy to defeat Nazism. But reading between the lines, it also signalled inwards, suggesting conservative ideological reflexes within the Communist movement itself. This was the theme Lindsay would develop, arguing that the movement's economist tendencies -manifested in its narrow focus on industrial militancy and its sidelining of matters of culture, tradition, national feeling and popular consciousness -were themselves a consequence of Marxism's historical theoretical emphasis on political economy. Though that was crucial in Marx and Engels's day, Lindsay argued, the Marxist tradition had subsequently failed to engage with and dialectically incorporate into its analysis significant twentieth-century intellectual developments (Lindsay singled out anthropology, psychology and genetics). Far from Marxism being what Fredric Jameson would later describe as an 'untranscendable horizon' encompassing the totality of intellectual developments into an unfolding historical narrative, its approved Communist version was for Lindsay hardening into ' mechanistic use' and degenerating into a parochialism masked by its bullish confidence. 26 In particular it had failed, he argued, 'to produce an adequate theory of culture' (p. 21), a failure that was especially damaging in an era whose tasks were increasingly those of 'the cultural levels' (p. 16).
Standing behind Lindsay's presentation, though never cited directly, were two key works central to the interwar Communist movement's construction of theoretical Marxism: first, the thousand-page Handbook of Marxism and authorized by the Central Committee of the CPSU, and often assumed by party members to have been written by Stalin himself, the so-called Short Course was accurately described by E. P. Thompson -who also attended Lindsay's presentation that night -as 'a document of the very first historical importance', and a 'gigantic historical fabrication' which formed 'the fundamental ''education'' text of Communists from Stalingrad to Cardiff and Calcutta to Marseilles'. 27 It was a book which had been imported into Britain in ten-thousand-copy consignments, promoted through a series of intense recruitment and educational drives, and it was integral to the Stalinization of Marxism within the Communist movement. 28 In particular Lindsay focused upon the fourth chapter of the Short Course, 'Dialectical and Historical Materialism', in which Marxism's central theoretical tenets were compressed into twenty-five irrefutable pages and which was published separable as a tie-in pamphlet. 29 Protecting his flank, Lindsay presented his paper as a dutiful answer to Stalin's call for 'creative Marxism' (p. 6) and structured it, mirroring the Short Course and the approved protocols of Communist theoretical discourse, around quotations from Marx and Engels. He began by quoting the often cited passage from the Preface to A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy in which Marx summarized central concepts: the 'mode of production in material life determines the general character of the social, political and spiritual processes of life'; 'social existence determines' consciousness, rather than the other way round; revolutions occur when the material forces of production come into conflict with 'the existing relations of production', a process in which 'the entire immense superstructure is more or less rapidly transformed' (p. 1). In the Short Course, this quotation is presented as the final word -'a brilliant formulation of the essence of historical materialism' -encapsulating the preceding lesson. 30 For Lindsay, however, it was a starting point in an argument about dangerously reductivist readings of Marx.
Lindsay justified his sceptical position by quoting now well-known letters in which Engels cautioned against conclusions about 'superstructural' activity being deduced from economic facts, and in which he explained that his and Marx's earlier positions had sometimes been knowingly economist in order to counter the entrenched idealism of their philosophical and political opponents. 31 Lindsay's claim was that this very tendency straightforwardly to read the cultural off the economic also characterized official party Marxism and its priorities ('something happens below, and something abruptly happens above' (p. 16)). His objective was to provoke a more theoretically sophisticated version of what Engels termed 'dialectical reciprocity' (p. 7) between the categories of economic base and cultural and intellectual superstructure, and to attempt to flesh out the position only tantalizingly suggested by Engels himself, potentially opening space for different ways of conceptualizing culture and of making political and cultural interventions.
To do this, Lindsay made a series of moves and revisions which are familiar in so far as they substantially anticipate significant later theoretical shifts and reappraisals, not least in and around the work of E. P. Thompson and Raymond Williams. 32 The central problem for Lindsay was the received Marxist model -currently being further entrenched by the Short Course -of 'base' and 'superstructure' as a way to envisage the relationship between a society's economic structure and intellectual and cultural life. 33 For Lindsay these terms were deeply problematic, as 'base' was increasingly taken to mean an economic foundation while 'superstructure' implied a 'structure' of established institutional and organized forms (p. 5). 34 Both terms, Lindsay insisted, congealed dynamic processes into abstracted frameworks, and gave rise to related and undialectical models for conceiving the relationship between the two spheres. One of these models was 'determination' (the usual translation of the German 'bestimmen') in the sense of base 'determining' superstructure'; 35 the other was 'reflection' in the sense of the superstructure 'reflecting' base as though entirely separate from it. 36 These terms would later come to preoccupy the New Left of Thompson and Williams. 37 Lindsay confronted them by going back to Marx, and distinguishing between Marx's more sophisticated positions and those offered up as the irrefutable truth by the Short Course.
Reversing the ordering logic of the latter's fourth chapter, Lindsay's foregrounded not the 'Preface' to A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, and its all-too diagrammatic base-superstructure clarity, but the more developed coverage of the same theoretical terrain in the first chapter of Marx and Engels's The German Ideology. Whereas the Short Course's approved passage from the Preface posited 'determine' in the sense of direct prescription (base dictating superstructure), The German Ideology stressed instead determination in the sense of conditioning, or the setting of limits. And where the Preface granted a priori status to production ('the real foundation'), casting culture as a secondary projection, The German Ideology insisted that production's materiality was itself inescapably social and cultural, and forever enmeshed in human communication. Marx's meaning was, for Lindsay, that a broader conception of 'life', not abstracted economic activity, 'determines consciousness' (p. 15).
Lindsay was concerned to invigorate a sedimenting Marxism by privileging agency and process over structure, and to restore a notion of the subject as dynamic, complex and, essentially, productive. 38 Time and again he supported his ideas from Marx's early writings, especially the Holy Family -a text conspicuously absent in Burns' Handbook of Marxism -and the as yet untranslated 'Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts' (1844), which Lindsay had read in the German, and would consistently identify as a seminal text in the development of his thought. 39 His key point was to emphasize the absolute centrality of matters of creativity and culture to what he saw as the correct Marxist model of history and society, and here he made a number of interlinked claims. One was that culture needed to be conceptualized after Marx as productive -'part of the whole dialectical process which involves economic activity' (p. 19) -and not via a theory of 'reflection' or knock-on determination that vulgarized Marx's position. Culture, in other words, was not to be seen as the superstructural icing on the social cake, but an active ingredient in the mix, an insight Lindsay developed and applied in his cultural analysis of the period, notably Song of a Falling World: Culture During the Break-Up of the Roman Empire (1948), which argued that culture expressed emerging and often chaotic social forces and energies, constituted the epistemological and perceptual lifeworld in which incipient modes of production arise, and prefigured future social and political developments. 40 Another key idea, again derived from the early Marx, was that humankind was most itself -'essentially free and human' -when engaged in creative production. 41 Creative production for Lindsay corresponded with humanity's core, and the historically-generated impediment to that true identity or 'free being' was the alienation produced by class society. 42 The concept of alienation shadowed Lindsay's paper in 1945, for which the 'Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts' formed a semi-visible sub-text. Alienation would be underscored explicitly in his Marxism and Contemporary Science (1949), a book which fully assimilated the Manuscripts and argued more confidently for continuity between Marx's early and later work. 43 Implicit in both works was the claim that, in the depths of alienated class society, works of art were an uncanny clue to what humanity really was, and was capable of fully becoming. 44 For Lindsay, these ideas, which were presented in the paper in the form of sporadic insights rather than fully sustained arguments, demanded not merely a reformulation of Communist cultural policy but a fundamental Marxist reconceptualization of the function culture played, or could play, in social processes, history and class struggle. One particular gripe was that Communists, in downgrading the importance of culture, inevitably alienated those who cared most about it (p. 16). But more broadly the paper was framed by emphasizing the complexity of a contemporary scene shaped by 'a continual interplay between ideas and political results, economic forms and spiritual conflicts' which could not be grasped by what he called Communism's abiding assumptions, 'the all too simple relation of economics and politics' (p. 1). Echoing and updating ideas from a work he had clearly read, Reuben Osborn's Left Book Club title Freud and Marx (1937), Lindsay argued that the economic case for planned proto-socialist production had already been made and won in wartime economic arrangements and that the greater challenge now was one of dislodging a redundant ideology by making the case for socialism and ultimately Communism at the level of popular consciousness and in part through cultural work. That Communists were not good at thinking about popular consciousness and the messy, contradictory business of human motivation and action, he argued, was obvious from the fact that Communists had not been able to explain why in recent history at moments of economic crisis -Lindsay mentions Weimar Germany -social groups had manifestly acted in ways opposed to their class or economic interests, seeking instead solace in particular constructions of national culture and tradition. Lindsay proceeded carefully here, but was making a veiled critique of the broader Communist movement's economist reading of fascism as what J. D. Bernal called 'aggravated capitalism'; 45 again echoing Osborn's book, Lindsay provocatively insisted that Freud shed greater light on 'the full content of Nazism' and its mass appeal than did orthodox Communist readings (p. 18).
His point was also, however, about an unacknowledged discrepancy between official Communist Party theory and what Communists actually did. 'It is bad', he wrote, 'if we do our best work only when we forget or defy what our accepted theory lays down as the basic motivation of men' (p. 16). It was not, Lindsay argued, that Communists failed to make inroads into popular consciousness and the cultural sphere, but that such interventionslike the ones in which Lindsay had been active in the Popular Front yearswere largely intuitive, peripheral and unco-ordinated, not only lacking a theoretical framework but actually at odds with dominant logic and authorized positions. Lindsay was insistent that this mattered more than ever in that contemporary postwar moment (p. 16), although the implied larger argument that he was working towards in his fiction of the period -that developed capitalism, with its enlarged civil society and culture industries, demanded a broader conception of political intervention in general -was not developed here. 46 That his analysis faltered at this point, and retreated into criticisms and suggestions for Communist cultural policy rooted in the existing paradigm -that art was a 'weapon in the struggle' and could raise consciousness -was not only a question of political caution but also a measure of the theoretical and conceptual vacuum in which Lindsay was operating. Lacking the conceptual apparatus necessary to develop alternative propositions -concepts to analyse the specific ways in which culture and other 'superstructural' practices mediated capitalist logic and ruling-class ideology and constituted capitalism's ways of life -his presentation was as muted on alternative strategy as it was emphatic in its dissatisfaction with current priorities and positions. 47 The moment of Lindsay's theoretical intervention was the tail-end of what E. P. Thompson later termed the 'radical ''populist'' euphoria of 1944', which was also a moment of shifting geopolitics: 'the shadows of the Cold War were closing in', Thompson recalled, and 'certain administrators' in the CPGB 'were rehearsing for parts as local Zhdanovs'. 48 Thompson later recalled the public humiliation meted out to Lindsay, this 'revisionist heretic', in the Salisbury pub that night; according to Lindsay's memory, the twenty-one year old Thompson was alone in speaking up in his defence. 49 The 'snarling' dressing-down administered by the party's leading theorists not only confirmed the scale of the intellectual orthodoxy that Lindsay had sought to expose, but anticipated the stiffening of those tendencies in an already deteriorating Cold War climate. The party's semi-official cultural commissar and editor of A Handbook of Marxism, Emile Burns, possibly with the assistance of leading theorist John Lewis, produced a report on Lindsay's paper: a script prepared for the public encounter which doubled as a document archived against possible future disciplinary infractions. 50 Evidently with the Short Course to hand, and reading chapter four forwards rather than backwards, the report's author dealt with Lindsay's argument in twenty bullet-pointed paragraphs of escalating exasperation. In response to Lindsay's epigraph from Childe -who was present to hear Lindsay speak and shook his head in silent solidarity -the report insisted that had Lindsay confined himself to 'quotations' provided in the Short Course, he would have 'saved himself a great deal of trouble'; 51 indeed, had Lindsay 'really studied Chapter 4' at all he could not have made the mistakes he did. 52 Lindsay was chastised for throwing 'the whole of Marxist philosophy overboard in favour of Freud', for presuming to criticize Plekhanov (who 'Lenin considered should be part of all Marxist study'), and for indulging in 'mental frolic'. 53 Lindsay's glossing of inherent productive human energy as 'spirit' was seized upon as evidence of his Hegelian whimsy. His insistence that the base was infused with consciousness was brushed aside with the mantra 'in the beginning was the deed'. 54 The argument that the Preface's diagrammatic compressions had enabled reductivist readings was dealt with by a glaring instance of the latter: economic changes led to social revolution, the report wearily reminded Lindsay, which led to the overthrow of the old superstructure, the latter having no 'inner process'. 55 'It can be said, summing up', Burns concluded, 'that Jack Lindsay has failed to understand the materialist conception of history', has 'committed all the errors that critics have committed in the past' -mistakes fully dealt with by Marx, Engels, Plekhanov, Lenin and Stalin -and is 'philosophically, an idealist, not a materialist'. 56 NO HOME IN THE STRUGGLE In the years to come Lindsay would have many more run-ins with the party leadership, some of them well chronicled. Though entrusted to serve on the party's National Cultural Committee from 1947, he nonetheless faced a harrowing formal disciplinary process when the ideas embryonic in his 1945 presentation were fleshed out and published as Marxism and Contemporary Science (1949). As demanded by the Cultural Committee, and under the watchful eye of Emile Burns, Lindsay snuffed out the life of a book significant in its assimilation of early Marx, and in placing emphasis on theoretical continuities across Marx's writings. Lindsay publicly disavowed his book, even if his carefully worded self-criticism fell short of endorsing the approved positions. 57 His respected literary journal Arena (1949-51), considered inappropriately 'cosmopolitan' in its receptiveness to significant European intellectual currents increasingly regarded as 'decadent', was requisitioned by the party for its stiff-necked struggle against 'the American Threat to British Culture', and destroyed. 58 Although mistrusted in party circles, Lindsay was increasingly thrown back upon them in the early 1950s as the Cold War deepened, finding himself estranged from former Popular Front and wartime allies, shunned by mainstream publishers and subject to two notorious and virulently anti-Communist leader articles in the Times Literary Supplement. 59 These experiences did nothing to sharpen his critical faculties where the Soviet Union was concerned: he visited the Soviet Union in 1949 and 1954, and his novels continued to be feˆted there and to sell in the hundreds of thousands. 60 His own orthodoxy hardened proportionately; now keeping his doubts mainly to himself, he wrote novels that resembled socialist realism -one of them ingratiatingly dedicated to his former tormentor Burns -and flagellated himself for 'the many elements of petty bourgeois conditioning I have to fight and keep fighting'. 61 The suppressed internal conflict of these years reached the inevitable crescendo with the Soviet Twentieth Congress and the invasion of Hungary in 1956. Unable to envisage a political future outside a party aligned with the Soviet Union, Lindsay nonetheless attacked the Executive Committee of the CPGB for its moral complicity with Stalinism, insisting that his 'conscience as a communist' compelled him to challenge the party line from within. 62 He thought of the course he chose as casting 'all illusions aside' while rejecting 'disillusionment too'. 63 Seeing a new political space opening, he initially explored theoretical and political common ground with the emerging New Left, defying party rules by contributing to their publications and stressing the centrality of alienation to Marx's thought. 64 The party in turn initiated a new round of disciplinary processes, also muzzling Lindsay in its own press. Lindsay pulled back, criticizing the party's 'ostrich tactics' internally while ultimately observing them, and encoding his main criticisms of Stalinism in Thunder Underground (1965), a novel about Nero's Rome. 65 A creative theoretical Marxism was now forming in Britain very close to Lindsay's key concerns; but on the wrong side of the political divide, he appeared nowhere in it. The writings of his contemporary Christopher Caudwell (1907-37), who had died in Spain relatively untainted by Stalinism, would be assimilated to a degree by the New Left, but Lindsay's substantial and overlapping theoretical work such as Anatomy of Spirit (1937), Short History of Culture (1939) and Marxism and Contemporary Science (1949) went altogether unread even by those whose work it directly anticipated. 66 E. P. Thompson remained forever warm to Jack Lindsay, even joking in a letter to him in 1961 that Lindsay, with his premature reading of the 'Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts', was the first 'socialist humanist', but Thompson made no reference to Lindsay in his major works. 67 Thompson's fellow former Communist, Raymond Williams, shows no sign of having read Lindsay, whom he had good reason to associate with the party against which he was defining his intellectual project. 68 Lindsay was absent not only from Williams's work, but from that of those, including Terry Eagleton, who would come to define cultural Marxism in Britain from the 1970s, in part through dialogue with the formative scene of the first New Left. 69 Alienated from the mainstream and the New Left, mistrusted by harder-nosed intellectuals who remained in the CPGB, and lacking, as ever, the profile within a defined disciplinary field available to Communist academics like Maurice Dobb and Eric Hobsbawm, Lindsay was odder than ever.
CRISIS IN MARXISM
In 1981 Lindsay published his final theoretical work, The Crisis in Marxism, ostensibly a conspectus of post-1920s Marxist cultural thought covering thinkers who included Georg Luka´cs, Ernst Bloch, the Frankfurt School and more recent structuralist Marxism. But published alongside his 600-page Collected Poems (1981) and his reworked 800-page autobiographical trilogy Life Rarely Tells (1982), the book was also a parallel exercise in late self-revelation. Seeking credit where he thought it due, he inscribed his own theoretical Marxism into the traditions under scrutiny, retrospectively adding his voice to a conversation to which he'd listened very carefully, but in which he'd seldom been heard, having by now spent over forty years in the Communist Party, more or less subject to its disciplines, and having found himself a persona non grata with the New Left. His penultimate chapter -a medley of extended and annotated quotations from his earlier writings -served to make visible work published in long-forgotten journals, work never published at all (long extracts from his 1945 'Marxist Theory of Culture') and sections from the hefty book published, denounced by the party and dutifully renounced by its author, Marxism and Contemporary Science (1949). Lindsay's justified point was that The Crisis in Marxism was no primer but the culmination of a long journey in theoretical Marxism whose 'various formulations' paralleled and often anticipated those of 'recent times'. 70 The 1945 paper, he legitimately spelt out, introduced 'positive points that were new' (CM, p. 126). His description of 'culture as productive activity', he noted, had anticipated Raymond Williams's Gramsci-inflected 1970s work -quoted repeatedly and approvingly here -which described cultural practices as 'forms of material production' and rejected base and superstructure in favour of emphasis on 'a single indissoluble real process' (CM, p. 127).
Alienation remained Marx's key concept, he argued, and therefore the lodestar of Communism, whose ultimate destination was the recovery and release of 'the full creativity of labour' and humanity's 'harmonious unity with nature' (CM, p. 154). But the Soviet Union, rather than being the privileged site of that process, was for the first time in Lindsay's major work now measured against it, and the more Lindsay looked, the more he found. Lenin's strategies by which Lindsay had initially set such store had, he now argued, succeeded only in exceptional circumstances, a 'semi-feudal state within a power vacuum created by war' (CM, p. 4). The theoretical orientation of Lenin's State and Revolution -a key text for him in 1936 -had been wrong in its confidence that the creation of the first stage of the Communist state was a matter of 'accounting and control' (CM, p. 156), and had left the Soviet Union ill-equipped for the actual challenges of the construction of communism 'under which alienation is undermined and finally eliminated' (CM, p. 154). Alienation had not, to say the least, been the key 'criterion for judging each step taken' (CM, p. 155) in the Soviet Union, an absence partly enabled by the degeneration of Marxism itself into 'Stalinism, a definite ideology' (CM, p. 7) as he now conceded, and one predicated upon the codification of a crudely mechanistic materialism which distorted Marx's oeuvre. The brutal reprise of the Soviet Union's invasion of Hungary1956 in its invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968 was for Lindsay now a terminus, the militarized 'culmination' of the 'failure of Marxist-theory practice' (CM, p. 6).
For Lindsay the gloom of Western Marxism -he cast his weary eye over Luka´cs, Bloch, Goldmann, Adorno and Marcuse -was epitomized by the currently fashionable Althusser, whose privileging of structure over agency and whose explicit rejection of the early Marx and the concept of alienation for Lindsay embodied Marxism's loss of the historical plot and its inability to explain processes of resistance and struggle. 71 The whole tradition under scrutiny was for Lindsay morbidly symptomatic of Marxism's failures to make a breakthrough in the West, which was in turn a consequence of its failure to engage with the questions he had raised in 1945 and sporadically since, not only in his theoretical work, but also in his cycle of novels analysing the 'British way'. 72 Questions about how to confront alienation in all spheres and to exert Communist influence across culture, civil society and popular consciousness had been marginalized, he argued, by a combination of blind confidence in Lenin's methods, the hardening theoretical orthodoxy manifested in the Short Course under Stalin, and a tendency -amply illustrated by Lindsay's own trajectory -to leave the thinking to the Soviet Union. Neither the logic for casting the international Communist movement in the Bolshevik model nor the movement's failure to make revolutions in industrialized Germany and Central Europe had been 'in the least faced, analysed, understood' (CM, p. 5) by Communists, he now conceded. No party dedicated to socialism had actually 'known how to build mass-bases' in advanced industrial countries (CM, p. 3) or to formulate the necessary 'transformatory action' (CM, p. 3) across politics and 'cultural activity' including education, science, arts and the media. The problem, as he had argued in 1945, was one of self-deception: not only did Communists not possess this knowledge, but they thought they did.
Just as reading Marx, Engels and Lenin had felt like a homecoming in 1936, however, Lindsay's reading of Antonio Gramsci in the 1970s had been an equivalent if more protracted encounter, blocked, in part, by the Communist Party's unwillingess to commission the translation of work correctly seen as likely to unleash theoretical dissidence. 73 Gramsci was now identified by Lindsay as the theorist who systematized many of the impulses and partially formulated positions he himself had been working towards in 1945 and subsequently. Here was the argument -hovering on the edge of Lindsay's earlier discourse -that developed Western economies with their enlarged civil society necessarily 'raised the ideological struggle to a new level' as states' authority was increasingly grounded in 'establishing a consensus of support' across civil society 'rather than relying on force and coercion' through state apparatuses (CM, p. 140). And while Lindsay in 1945 had both asserted the active role of culture in economic, social and political processes and fallen short of offering an alternative cultural strategy or policy, Gramsci now furnished a repertoire of concepts mediating between 'base' and 'superstructure' -hegemony, consent, wars of position, intellectual, civil society, historical bloc, organic crisis, the conjuncturethrough which complex societies could be analysed and counter hegemonic possibilities formulated. Above all -and Lindsay's original line on Gramsci followed from this -here was a model of socialist transformation deeply if unconsciously compatible with the early Marx and the concept of alienation. While not itself extensively explicit about alienation, Gramsci's model was, for Lindsay, implicitly attuned to this core concept in Marx's writing in refusing 'all forms of reductionism' and containing within its logic 'the first crucial steps towards the ending of alienation' (CM, p. 159). The Leninist model, with its emphasis on 'a sudden and rapid overthrow of the bourgeois state', was dangerously susceptible to the intensification of social alienation as the party mutated into the bureaucratized state to defend the revolution, a criticism that has recently resurfaced in debates about the idea of communism now. But the Gramscian model, in which 'the revolutionary class and its allies' strove for 'hegemonic unity in cultural, ideological and political fields before the decisive transfer of power' (CM, p. 158), was necessarily predicated on the ceaseless, creative and prefigurative confrontation with alienation which was for Lindsay forever integral to Communism's true project (CM, p. 155). 74 Communists were for Lindsay exiles from an unalienated future. The measure of their readiness to challenge for power in a fallen world of capitalist alienation -to possess the necessary moral and cultural prestige, in Gramsci's terms -was precisely their ability to intimate in their conduct and actions that unalienated world of which they were premonitions. Gramsci's value was that he offered the foundations for broadening conceptions of what a reconceived Communist Party might be and do towards the end of the twentieth century and beyond.
Lindsay's simultaneous commitment to 'the party' on one hand (now an ideal rather than a reality) and to alienation as Marx's crucial idea on the other, made him an odd man out once more in a 'Gramscian' moment when debate on the Left, including in his own greatly shrunken party, was cleaving around questions of political strategy, and stabilizing the political options into an opposition that for Lindsay misread Gramsci's thought and foreclosed the possibilities within it. 75 Lindsay gave short shrift to those traditionalists, both within and beyond the CPGB, who emphasized Gramsci's 'war of manoeuvre' or revolutionary insurrectionism and who saw in Gramsci only a Leninist. Lindsay was emphatic that in 'advanced bourgeois communities' those with 'purely political programmes' which left untouched 'cultural and moral hegemony' had no chance of breakthrough (CM, p. 143). At the same time, Lindsay cautioned against a 'Eurocommunist' culturalist reading of Gramsci which forgot basic Marxist-Leninist lessons of class power and assumed that 'the whole struggle is one of breaking down the forms of consensus that bind people to a class society' (CM, p. 5). Counter-hegemonic struggle across cultural, media, educational and scientific spheres was crucially necessary to challenging advanced capitalism, as Lindsay had been arguing for fifty years, but it was never sufficient, and must be 'linked at all points with the strategy of a war of movement, of political attack aimed at transforming the State and its organs of coercion, its economic bases in monopoly forms of industry' (CM, p. 5). The theoretical and creative work of imagining the form and function of 'the party' necessary to integrate what Lindsay called 'all levels' of struggle (CM, p. 4) in the image of an unalienated future remained ahead of the Left, the octogenarian Lindsay argued in 1981. Gramsci had merely enabled the formulation of the problem that needed solving. CODA Lindsay's oeuvre fell ever further from view as his life, the short twentieth century and (for some) history itself came to an end in the 1990s. 76 But a quarter of a century on, aspects of it seem unpredictably current. Invigorated by capitalist crisis and the global political and social movements of the last decade, recent and ongoing theoretical debate on the left has returned to the 'idea of Communism'. This debate focuses on countering a capitalism that 'seamlessly occupies the horizon of the thinkable' and on reinscribing Communism -whose basic precept for Alain Badiou is that the expropriation of labour by capital is not historically inevitable -into the ideological sphere. 77 Within that conceptual space, the debate has recently moved from 'events', 'identities' and disaggregated 'multitudes' to rethinking the form and function of the 'Communist Party', a process emboldened by the limited breakthroughs of Occupy, Podemos and Syriza, and often conducted with explicit reference to Gramsci. 78 The 1950s and 1960s New Left, having necessarily defined itself in opposition to 'the party', has little to teach directly here. But the writings of Lindsay and other fellow-Communist loyal-dissidents, who remained faithful to the idea of 'the party' while being critical of the actually existing parties to which they paid subscriptions, are beginning to look like a usable, if problematic tradition. 79 Moreover, Lindsay's wider oeuvre, forever alert to processes of alienation in developed capitalist societies although silent on questions of 'race', ethnicity, gender and sexuality, has abundant if erratic insights to offer about spheres now recognized as key sites of struggle for a refashioned Left, including capitalism's degradation of the environment and its prodigious production of mental illness. 80 The concept of alienation, meanwhile, long contested within Marxism, especially since Althusser, for allegedly positing a transhistorical human 'essence', is itself showing some signs of resurgence, notably in the work of Kojin Karatani. 81 Revisiting, refining and developing the early Marx's position -held dear by Lindsay -that a future Communism would be a restoration of primitive communism at an unimaginably more developed economic level, Karatani argues that Marxism needs to prefigure a way beyond capitalism by imagining in the future the restoration of 'the reciprocity of the gift' that defined primitive clan society. 82 More broadly, ideas of alienation and their foregrounding of humanity's inherent creativity are proving a useful, if sometimes strategic, essentialism for challenging neoliberalism's 'business ontology' in which, as Mark Fisher puts it, 'it is simply obvious that everything in society, including healthcare and education, should be run for business' and for contesting neoliberalism's ensuing transformation across social life of quality into quantity and processes into products, or audits of them. 83 Lindsay's forgotten and uneven work has been fairly described as marred by 'projections, jejune emotions, data manipulation, reprehensible footnote practices and ideological blinkering'. 84 But its central concerns -tracing the processes of alienation through social formations, sifting human history for moments of resistance to that alienation, and attempting to prefigure a society in which values of creative production and communication are generalized across society as a wholespeak loudly to ever-sharpening problems. 
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